
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
We introduce you our second compilation named Melodica Sampler The 
motive of this EP corresponds to the conception of Melodica Netlabel. Various 
music styles and experiments with ample portion of melody and feelings by 
Slovak and foreign manning. Close your eyes, listen, relax and enjoy it. 
 
RELEASE INFO: 
Title: Various Artists – Melodica Sampler vol.2 EP 
Catalog: mld_020 
Date: 20.02.2012 
Format: 320 Kbps Mp3 
              
TRACKLISTING: 
1. Databoy 78 – Castagnetto (Original Mix) (04:45) 
2. Francesco Burchini – Rain On Me (Original Mix) (05:14) 
3. Inner – Tripline (Original Mix) (04:46) 
4. stroon – Falling Beliefs (Original Mix) (04:09) 
5. Niburu – Living In The Fourth Dimension (Original Mix) (03:59) 
 
NETLABEL INFO: 
Name: Melodica 
Country: Slovakia 
Web: www.melodica-netlabel.com 
 
MASTERING:   
Sigurt | www.sigurt.sk 
 
ARTWORK:   
Kaizels | www.melodica-netlabel.com 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
CREDITS: 
 

DATABOY 78 | http://soundcloud.com/databoy78  
Databoy78 is an electronic music project by Sebastian Zangar.He was 
born in Bukarest Romania and moved with his parents to Freiburg in the 
south of germany.He lived in Stuttgart and Düsseldorf and lives now in 
Berlin. Databoy78 started in 2000 to produce electronic music with the 
computer influenced by of all kinds of sorts of electronic music. He made 
most of his music in trains or in beds worldwide or at friend’s places and 
loves to play liveacts with Ableton LIVE and things he find in his daily life. 
Field recodings and foley recordings and the perfect balance between 
digital clearness and analaog warm heat are the basics of his music. 
Today Databoy78 makes music in his little bedroom studio at home, on 

the road or in studios from friends. 
 
 

FRANCESCO BURCHINI | http://soundcloud.com/francescoburchini  
Francesco Burchini was born in 1991 in a small city in Tuscany called 
Arezzo. Since he was a child he was inclined to play music, infact when 
he was five years old he started to play piano. When he was thirteen, 
electronic music appeared in his life. All started buying the first console 
with one of his friends, when he was fifteen years old. After 2 years he 
found his own space in a disco near Arezzo. His passion for electronic 
music production is started in 2008. Francesco's music style is similar 
than Berlin techno; infact he's influenced by Paul and Fritz Kalkbrenner, 
Ellen Allien, Chopstick & Johnson. 
 

 
 
INNER | http://soundcloud.com/1nner  
Inner is a collaboration of Bristol producers Mark Drifter and Mark Day 
merging their sound and ideas to create this new project. Mark Drifter is 
known for his work as 201 Soundsystem Fusing live instrumentation, 
vocals and electronica, 201 Soundsystem created their own sound. 
Bristol producer Mark Day has been involved in many original musical 
projects over the last decade, such as Ringleader - a vocal collaboration 
with EZ Rollers (that became a favourite of Zane Lowe's!) Dayward a 
unique band that went on tour in Japan in 2007 with its brand of off-the-
wall bass pop, as well as his solo work that has earnt him a position on 
DJ Krusts new label Rebel Instinct. Having met on the Bristol music 

scene they have joined forces to form 'Inner' which is an innovative exploration into drums, bass and 
moods at all different tempos. 
 

 
STROON | http://stroon.bandcamp.com/album/ruine-noire  
The Slovak music producer stroon has never found anything more 
inspiring and relieving than music in his life. His omnivore musical inner-
self is reflected in his wide range of audio activities. Experimental and 
improvised muse-influenced creations on vibraphone (in a duet with his 
soulmate pjoni or improvisation orchestra Musica Falsa et Ficta) or a 
dubsteppish and inward oriented electronic confessions (as stroon or in 
collaborative quartet polyjoy) cover most of his musical activities. In his 
track for the Slovak netlabel MELODICA he chose the latter 
 
 

 
  
NIBURU |  soundcloud.com/BACKSPACE-1 
Niburu is a electronic musician from the Netherlands. From a young age, 
Niburu was always interested in everything between earth, heaven and 
beyond.Inspired by the writings of Zecharia Sitchin he started developing 
his own sound. His unique style is best described as deep, experimental 
and disturbing, influenced by artists as Goldie, Depeche Mode, tricky and 
soundtracks from horror and science-fiction flicks. 
 


